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and appreciative of the greatness of the man 
and his works. The difficulty of such a task 
is very great, as all know who have followed 
at all the critical activity of the Goethe 
scholars during the past few decades. It 
seems that almost all the valuable general 
works on Goethe of the past twenty-five or 
thirty years have aimed to appeal ratlher to 
scholars than to the general public. ProfouLnd 
studies of Goethe's genius atnd personality 
like those of Scholl, Helhn, or Otto Harnack 
can certainly not be intenided for the uniniti- 
ated reader. On the otlher hand, the popular 
works that have appeared within the last few 
years are, with the exception of Grimm's 
lectures oni Goethe, either intolerably dry and 
pedantic, or dangerously superficial. 

Two biographies have finially appeared which 
will doubtless make Goethe better known and 
appreciated throughout the world. We refer 
to those by Richard M. Meyer and Karl Heine- 
mann. Fortunately these two works to a large 
degree supplement each other. Meyer's 
chief aimi is to popularize and, as far as 
possible,to summarize the best critical scholar- 
ship on Goethe's thought and poetry. He 
touches uipon the facts of Goethe's life only 
in so far as they are absolutely necessary 
for understandinig a discussion of the poet's 
works. He tlhus assumes, on the part of 
the general public, a knowledge of Goethe 
which, in our opiniion, hardly exists. 

Heinemaunii has a decidedly more popular 
aim. He writes distinictly for the beginner in 
the study of Goethe. His main intentioni is to 
inspire the reader with the personiality of the 
poet anid, therefore, he dwells only upoIn such 
of Goethe's works as are the clearest and 
most immediate expression of his personality. 
The main stress of the book is laid uponI the 
environment of Goethe and its influence uponI 

the character anid geniius of the poet. In so 
doing, Heinemann merely carries out Goethe's 
own idea expressed to Eckermanli in 1825. 
" People talk forever of originality, but what 
does it all meani! As soonI as we are born, 
the world beginis to operate upon us and con- 
tinues to do so to the end. And everywhere, 
what can we call especially our own, except 
energy, strenigth anid will ? If I should de- 
c/are to what exteuit 1 ami inzdebted to great 
predecessors antd contemnporaries, nolt muilGch 
would be left." 

Accordingly, Heiniemiiaunti presents to tls a 
series of literary portraits of all the meni anid 
woomen wlbo in any way reacted upoIn Goethe. 
Tbe material wlhicCh be gives uLs is by no meanis 
new, but it is entirely reliable. He generalizes 
witlh excellenit jLudgment, and sketcbes with 
muLch force and clearniess impor-tanit literary 
movements. Especially strong are,for instanice, 
his portraiture of Herder, anid his sketch of 
the Storm-anid-Stress movemenit. The fLull, 
and yet very careful and concise presentation 
of literary and biographical facts offered by 
Heiiie-nanin, will make tbe book particularly 
useful to American studenits wlbo wish to ob- 
tain a general comprehenisive view of the life 
and times of Goethe. 

The book contains, besides, several bunidred 
well-executed pictures of Goethe's friends 
anid acquaintances, and of the various intet- 
esting places of hiis abode. Very suggestive 
are the nutimerous portraits of Goethe himllself, 
wvbich, in their wise arranigemenit, give us some 
idea of the spell tbiat Ihis personality exer- 
cised upon all who knewv him. Tbl e book is 
written in so fluent anid clear a style that it 
holds the initerest of the reader to the very 
end. We are never miiade to feel the very ex- 
telnsive alnd solid learninlg wlbiclb is at the au- 
tlbor's command. In short, Heiniemaunl's biog- 
raplby will do muclb toward making tbe real 
Goethe better knowni to the world at large, 
anid should certainly supplant the very unre- 
liable biography of Lewes and the lifeless 
work of Diinitzer. 

MIAX WINKLER. 
Unziver-sily of Michigan. 

ORIGINV OF ITA1/JAN POETRY. 

La Poesia Siciliana SoMfo Gli Svevi, da G. A. 
CESAREO. Catania: 1894. 8Vo, pp. xi, 412. 

DURING the past year quite a niumber of pub- 
lications have appeared, having for their sub- 
ject the question of the origin of Italian ver- 
nacular poetry in Sicily. The most preten- 
tious of these publicationis is that of Cesareo; 
his book is replete with suiggestive ideas 
which serve to render a persual of it as invit- 
ing as that of many productions of less 
sclholarly import. Notwithstandinig this, how- 
ever, his work is disappointing in one particu- 
lar. He devotes two thirds of his treatise to 
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an endeavor to disprove the different theories 
of foreign influence on the Sicilian school; 
in the last part of the book, then, we naturally 
expect to find strong arguments adduLced in 
favor of the native origini of the school, but 
such is not the case, and the effect left on the 
mind of the reader at the conclusion is that 
something is lacking,-that a large portico 
has been constructed, out of all proportion to 
the small edifice behind it. 

The title itself is signiificant; the author's 
investigations do not include anly literary 
manifestation of a date later thani the battle of 
Benevento,-thus we see that while the di- 
vision by Dante of early Italian poetry into 
two schools-the Sicilian and the "dolce stil 
nuovo "-suffices to recall the two most prom- 
inent features of this poetry, the distinction 
does not satisfy the critical spirit of the modern 
specialist. I believe the latter is in the right, 
however; surely neither the form nor the con- 
tent of the school of Frederick the Seconid re- 
mained the same when tranisplanted into Ttus- 
cany, and many stages of tranisition may be 
marked between the malnner of Giacomo da 
Lentini and that of Guittone d'Arezzo. Cesa- 
reo appreciates this fact and expresses a wish 
that some one will study " la poesia toscana di 
transizione " (p. 305). 

The entire work is divided into three chap- 
ters: Chap. i, I Poeti (pp. I-64); Chap. ii, La 
Lingua (pp. 65-241); Chap. iii, La Poesia (pp. 
243-412). 

In chapter i (The Poets), the author shows 
that in the last years of the twelfth century 
the Sicilialn court was so favored as to be the 
scene of a rivalry between Arabic and Latin 
poetry; the former yields before the victorious 
Roman idiom vwhich, in turni, loses its popu- 
larity when the new vulgar Siciliani (the object 
of investigationi in our present volume) mani- 
fests itself. Cesareo does niot advance more 
than ten pages in hiis first chapter before he 
pronounces himself upon one of the several 
striking points of his book: he does not as- 
sign to Provencal literature the influence upon 
the Sicilian school which the former has al- 
ways been supposed to have exercised. No 
trustworthy record exists of a native Proven- 
Sal poet who lived at the Sicilian court, or of 
a Sicilian poet who wrote in ProvenSal; our 

author does not venture to deny that Proven- 
Sal poetry was knowni in Sicily, and that lemntgue- 
d-'oc bards passed more or less time in that re- 
gion; but this fact does not caulse him to waver 
in his positioln. He attempts to demonstrate 
that Sicilian vernactular poetry had received 
its vital impulse before Frederick the Second 
ascended the tlhrone of the empire, and before 
Proven?al influtence couLld have insintLated it- 
self; the first p)roof of this assumption is indi- 
rect, the seconid direct. The writer intimates 
that life in Sicily was entirely different from 
that of other parts of Italy and that a poet 
from southern France would probably have 
found little congeniality there. 

The oldest Siciliani canzouze for which an 
approximate date may be posited is one that, 
judging from internal evidence, must be of 
the year 1205. We cantnot conceive that this 
attempt of Giacomo da Lentinli was the first 
essay of the Sicilian school; on the contrary, 
the composition presupposes a lonig period of 
preparationi of the popular speech for artistic 
expression. Now Frederick's influLence was 
not potent previous to I220,-an epoclh wlhen 
the school had long since completed its initia- 
tory stages-after this date the Emperor, 
learned anid brave, a lover of every science 
and liberal art, a master of languages and 
literatures, gratefully takes under his protec- 
tion the piotneers who had dignified the dialect 
of hlis favorite domain, and the popular be- 
comes a couLrt school. 

Cesareo devotes the greater part (pp. 25-64) 
of his initial clhapter to short sketches of the 
lives of twenity-four poets; the informationi 
possessed onl the career of most of these men 
is limited. Accompanying each biography 
we find an enullmlerationi of the canzoni that 
belong to each given author, and also an 
indication of the manuscripts in wlhich these 
cauzzonzi are preserved. In this section of his 
book we note again a new departure in our 
investigator's method. He proposes that a 
line shall be drawn between what he considers 
two generationis of Sicilian poets,-that of the 
time of Frederick anid that of the time of 
Manfred. We are prepared to appreciate the 
importance wlhichi Cesareo evidently designs 
to attach to this divisioni only when we have 
followed him conisiderably further in his ex- 
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pOSitiOnl. On p. 205, for example, we observe 
that, in upholding the popular Sicilian as op- 
posed to the Provenfal origin of the school, 
he criticises Gaspary for his failure to distin- 
guish betweeni the two geinerationis; our writer 
asserts that the second family of poets was 
far nmore infused with the spirit of the litera- 
ture of France thani was the first, and that 
Provencalisms in the second prove nothing 
with regard to the poetic antecedents of memii- 
bers of the earlier race. 

The opening chapter is closed by aniother 
novel point of view to be added to those 
already mentionied: The old text, Le Cienzlo 
Novelle An/like, while possessing a recognized 
linguistic value as one of the earliest speci- 
mens of Italian prose, is often consulted 
also for its incidental references to historical 
events, and, in lieu of other records, the 
testimony of this monument is as a rule ac- 
cepted. Now in the twenty-eighth niovella of 
this collection the writer says: 

"Lo Imperadore Federiglho fue nobilissimo 
singnore, . et clii avea alchunia speziale 
bontade, a Ilui veniano: trovatori, sonatori, 
belli parlatori ...... . et d'ogni mlaniera 
geniti. " 
So far as I know, every one up to the present 
who lhas initerested himself in the matter has 
taken it for granted that the " trovatori " here 
referred to were Proven(als; Cesareo, how- 
ever, does not interpret the wvord in this 
mannier; he inclines to the belief that these 
" trovatori " represenit the Sicilian poets tlhem- 
selves. 

Chapter ii, devoted to a study of the lan- 
guage of the Sicilian poets, is a masterly piece 
of work; it indicates on the part of the author 
not only a knowledge and appreciation of the 
philological researches of previous students of 
the Sicilian dialect but also a practical com- 
mand of the varieties of speech employed at 
present in southern Italy. After occupyinig 
about twenty pages witlh reviews of the im- 
portant conitroversies which, from the time of 
Dante till our own day, have cast mingled 
light and sha(le on the questions that arise 
concerniing the langtuage of the Sicilian school, 
Cesareo enters UponI his own investigation of 
the problem. He has the advantage of a 
knowledge of several texts uniknown or inlac- 
cessible to Gaspary. We niote in this connec- 

tion a methodical consi(leratioin of the phe- 
nomena of phonology, mlorplhology anid syn- 
tax treated in the order here menitionied. The 
cauthor does not believe that a copyist has ar- 
bitrarily tratnsformed all the origitnal rhymes 
of these early poets, neither will he admit 
that the latter had fatilty coniceptions of 
rhythm (a suspicion first expressed by Celso 
Cittadinii anid sustained in our ownl day by 
Monaci). On the conitrary, the fact that, to 
correct form, one codex restores a rhyme ren- 
dered imperfectly in anotlher manuscript in- 
dicates that origiinally all, or niearly all, the 
rhynmes were faultless. Gaspary lhas posited 
the assertion that if we were to tranislate the 
poems as we nlow ktnow them inito the Sicilian 
dialect, some rhymes xx ould be destroyed; 
Cesareo allots little weight to this idea since 
(he says) the old languag e was clharacterized 
by certain forms whiclh have not been pre- 
served in the miiodern, and the Sicilians, in 
orcler to enrich their native dialect, may have 
borrowed vocables from other districts or re- 
fashioned their own wor-ds oni the model of 
tlle Latin. 

This study of the Sicilian icliom (thus con- 
sidered by itself) having been concltuded, the 
autilor now faces the question of the in- 
fluence of the ProvenZal langguage on the Si- 
ciliani. Gaspary treated as Proveincalisms in 
the Siciliani poems all words that could be ex- 
plained only by the laws of IProvenlal plho- 
nology and not by those governing the for- 
mation of Italian speech-elements. This meth- 
od certainly furnislhed a safe nor-m and Ce- 
sareo does not essay to controvert it; he does, 
however, attempt to reduce the number of 
words wlhich may rightfully be supposed to be 
Provengal. At this point of the investigation 
the writer proffers two statements which do 
not correspond to the general scholarly char- 
acter of his treatmenit of hiis subject and which, 
in my opiniionl, renider hiim btut meagre sup- 
port in hlis attempts to annul the theory that 
ProvenZal influence was a strong factor in the 
developmient of the Sicilian sclhool. He grants 
that nunmbers of Provenlal words had found 
their way into the Sicilian dialect as a natural 
consequenice of the political anid commercial 
relatiotns which bound Sicily and Southern 
Franice ; but, he ventures to assert, this ex. 
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change may have occurred before the action 
of any literary influenice of the latter country 
upon the former. Sicilian poets writing at a 
date posterior to this extensive introduction of 
Proven?al words, may have adopted these 
words from the living speech of the people at 
the same time that they appropriated indi- 
genous forms, but with an entire lack of con- 
sciousness of their Provengal origin. Evi- 
dently, there is no way of establislhing his po- 
sition on this point, so Cesareo simply repeats 
his suggestion five times on as many pages 
(207-211). Since such repetition does not 
warrant any conclusion, he is naturally im- 
pelled to seek refuge in a genieral remark to 
the effect that it is impossible to arrive at an 
assured judgment when we consider the pre- 
sent transitory stage of the whole problem. 
Every day new texts (examples of which he fails 
to specify) are being discovered; these often 
make evident that words and locutions in a 
given speech-district were borrowed exclusive 
of any literary influence; the science of the 
history of our dialects is not yet sufficiently 
advanced to enable us to distinguish with pre- 
cision native and foreign elements; as a mat- 
ter of fact, we do not know what the actual 
state of the Sicilian dialect may have been 
during the first years of the tlhirteenth- century! 

After this digression on Proven?al influence 
the author makes an interesting resume of the 
results of his investigations oni the language 
of the poens ; his first table (QP. 212-2I4) 

concerns the vowels, the second (pp. 2I4-2I5) 

the coinsonianits and morphology. His sum- 
mary, in brief, is the following: In the forty 
Sicilian poems recorded in the codices kinown 
at present, there are about a hundred rhymes 
andl nmore than six hiundred words whiclh are 
essentially Sicilian; therefore, onie may infer 
that there existed an extensive dialect basis 
for the language of the first poets of the 
school. This statement Cesareo strengthens 
by a negative argument: it has been said 
repeatedly that all the poets of the Sicilian 
school availed themselves of a commi-on lan- 
guage that was not the idiom of any one 
particular territory, but constructed with the 
aid of several prominent early dialects among 
which the Tuscan predominated. In order 
to ascertain if such was the case, Cesareo 

searches for Tuscan rhymiies in Sicilian verses; 
these compositions do reveal rhymes foreign 
to Sicilian, but they are readily explicable as 
due to imitation of the Latini. WVe are uncrit- 
ical in supposinig that the members of the 
school-learne(d clerks, judges, doctors and 
notaries-copied the Tuscan, unless the es- 
pecial Tuscan vowel differed from the Latin 
with which the poets were familiar. Cesareo 
argues finally (p. 225) that in these forty 
poems,-after substracting forins common to 
Sicily and Tuscany, after noting their passage 
through several generationis of amaniuenses 
intent upon Tuscanizinig them-there are three 
codices which do preserve one hundred 
rhymes and six hundred words and locutionis 
wlhich are strictly Sicilian. Of these words 
not one has beeni coniclusively proved to be 
imported from dialects other than those of the 
neighboring South. Therefore, it must be 
evident that the old Sicilian bards wrote in 
Sicilian-" siciliano illustre; siciliano latineeg- 
giante e un po' provenzaleggiante; siciliano 
aulico, curiale, cardinale; siciliano elegante e 
letlerario quanto si vuole ; ma sicilianio.' 

We now arrixve at the third and last clhapter 
which is a painistakinig treatise on the maniy 
points of intere,t wlhich bear uponl the conltenlt 
of the poenms. Cesareo opens the chapter by 
invitinig attention to the distinctions to be 
borne in minid between the compositions of 
the reign of Frederick anid those of thie tinme 
of Manfred, claiming that the former were 
more vivid, spontaneous ancl unaffected by 
foreign influenice; a marked propensity for 
Proven?al innovations asserted itself only in 
the writingrs of the y`ouLnger set of Sicilian 
troubadours, mlanifested its full power in 
Guittone d'Arezzo and endured until the tinme 
when Guido Guinicelli, seeking within the 
recesses of his own spirit a source of inspira- 
tion, establishe(d a new philosophic school. 

On pages 257-284 we have a study of the 
verses of Giacomo da Lentitni, in whose career 
our author traces three different artistic ten- 
dencies that correspond to three successive 
stages of intellectual development in the life 
of that poet. T he first nmaniner of Giacomo is 
to be observed in his bouirgeois poetry-charac- 
terized by a natural anid sinicere expression of 
love alnd untainited by courtly affectation as 
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well as by popular crudity. The second be- 
trays an overweening fondniess for the stately 
Proveiigal style. 'Fhe third tendency is repre- 
sented by wlhat Cesareo denominates "doc- 
trinal " poetry. Several pages of the work 
before us are given up to a scrtutiny of this 
peculiar manifestation of Giacomo's genius; 
the claim is even advaniced that the elemlent 
of learned images and comparisons was initro- 
duLced into poetic literature by the celebrated 
notary; this claim, however, cannot be con- 
sidered as definiitely established, since there 
was a certain Richart de Barbezieu (who, ac- 
cording to Diez, flourisshed durinig the first 
years of the thirteenitlh cenitury) whose cauzoni 
were replete with allegories derived fronm the 
science of his day. In order, then, to make 
Giacomo anitedate Richart, Cesareo, by means 
of a ser-ies of ingeniious lhypotheses, endeavors 
to persuade us that the incident concerninig 
Riclhart referred to in the Cien1o _N'ovelle 
Auitike occurred in I240 when that bard was a 
young man. OLr author attributes to Giacomiio 
still greater promiinenice when lhe asserts that 
the sonnlet was invented by the latter. Thle 
doctrinial poetry was ctultivated by but a small 
numllber of the nmaster's contenmporaries, wlho 
eitlher did not conmprelhenid or did not like it; 
on the other lhanid, the sonniet rapidly woon 
popular favor, anid, after having been improved 
in thie hatnds of (Guittone d'Arezzo, became the 
kind of compositionn most clherished in Tuis- 
cany anid at Bologna. 

Cesareo niowv passes in review anotlher species 
of compositioni essayed by members of the 
Sicilian school, thotuglh not by Giacomo. This 
new style is etntitled la boesia popo/laresca 
realislica. The latter is to be distinguiished 
from thebpoesia borghese in that the realistic 
verse represents the passions and ideas of the 
masses of the people; the conitent is vtulgar, 
the method objective, and we fail to discover 
any suggestioni of the influenice of chivalrous 
formulae. The best represenitative of the 
borghese style was Giacomiino PuLgliese, whose 
work, however, is infected by popular, realis- 
tic characteristics. Cesareo, in the course of 
seven pages, portrays the efforts of this author 
and theni enunmerates the most prominlenit 
members of the borg/ese school, among whom 
wvere Frederick ii, Rinaldo d'Aquinlo anid 

Gtuido clelle Colonine. 
The apostle of the realistic schiool was Cielo 

dal Camilo, autlior of the famiouis Conz/rasto, 
beginniinlg with " Ros,a fresca aulentissima ". 
The present critic adds thirty to the lhunidireds 
of pages already covered by discussionis on 
the variouis aspects of this autl-hor. TFle date 
assigined by D'Aniconia fi)r the comipositioni of 
the poem (betweeni the years 123i and I250) iS 

niot quLestionied, buIt Cesar-eo is niot l)repared to 
admit with D'Aticonia that Cielo was a native 
of Sicily. Caixx was the first to suspect that 
the lanigtiage of the poem was not Sicilianl anld 
termed it pugkiese, whiile the presenit investi- 
gator iniclinies to the belief thiat the (lialect 
colorinig of Cielo's piece pIoiuts toward a Nea- 
politani backgrotiuid. It will be founid uipon 
exaniniationi that wlhere supposed Sicilian 
forms appear, these foi-ms are identical in 
every case with corresponding Neapolitani plhe- 
nomlena, wlhereas minany additioiual Neapolitani 
cliaracterestics, uLinkniowni to Sicilian, may be 
discovered; some of these are the preferenice 
for e inistead of i both pretoniic, toniic anind finial 
(asemneuare, penzlesse, pba ente); diphtlhonigiza- 
tion in cases like caslie/lo, lienijpo, ;;ie-ziJ; use 
of b for v (aber'e, bolon/a/lce). Anotlher Nea- 
politan peculiarity occuLrs in the versification 
of the coniir5aslo. The nmetrical conmbinationi 
of alexanidrinies and heiudecasyllables is en- 
cotuntered only in compositions belonginig to 
the dialect of Naples. 

Otur author does not agree wvith Caix that 
there exists in the co/lm aslo an evident inmita- 
tion of Fr-ench pastorals. The treatment ot 
the subject of the poeimn is such as would sug- 
gest itself to any imaginative mindi; we even 
find a mo(lel of the species anmonig the idyls of 
Ttheocritus. The French and Proveencal words 
do not indicate anytlhing as to literary imita- 
tion ; the sotutherni Italiani dialects have gar- 
nered Frencl, Arab, Provengal anid Spanish 
words as thie result of conqtuest ancl iimmigra- 
tion, but it would be disastrous to wvager that 
a Neapolitan who to-day uses guappo, gi/ecco, 
ifi or lao.co may be an imitator of ILope or 
Calderon! In this sanme sectioni Cesareo 
inserts a sarcastic refuitationi of the arguiments 
of Jeaniroy who uplholdks the theory of Frenclh 
imitationi in the " Rosa fresca. ' As to the 
personality of the autlhor of the CoGntaslo, ouir 
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author thinks the idea of his having been 
a noble is based only on legend; he was more 
probably a plebeian of some education who 
wandered from castle to castle, from piazza to 
piazza, singing his song, which is not wholly 
popular, but more nearly so than any other 
work of art of the thirteenth century. 

The writer now reviews that realistic poetry 
which was written by learned literary men 
as opposed to the plebeian Cielo. This poetry 
may be classed under four types: i-The Can- 
zone di Commiato in which the hero, about to 
depart from his beloved, gives and receives 
the most tender assurances of affection; 2- 
The Canzone della donna innamorata in which 
the lady expresses her unreciprocated passion 
for some cavalier; 3-The canzone della mal 
maritata in which the woman complains to her 
lover of the sufferings she endures through her 
association with an uncongenial husband; 4- 
The canzone del/a donna abbandonata in which 
the female character inveighs against the ill- 
omened destiny that has separated her lover 
from her. After illustrating these four themes 
by numerous selections, and mentioning the 
more prominent writers on each theme,Cesareo 
proposes (p. 35I) two questions concerning the 
compositions and with a consideration of these 
points his book closes. The firsf question is: 
Were these themes native to Italian popular 
poetry or were they inmported from the other 
side of the Alps? The second is: Granting 
that they were indigenous, how did they origi- 
nate and develop? Cesareo takes up each 
one of these themes separately, and seeks for 
corresponding French or Provengal equiva- 
lents. The subject of the mal marina/a is 
treated in the poetry of France; to ascertain 
if the Italian is in this particular an imitation 
of the French, the writer examines the three 
genres of the French lyric defined by Gr6ber 
in the latter's examination of Bartsch's collec- 
tion. Prominient among these genres are the 
canzoni a personaggi (so called by Gaston 
Paris;-by Jeanroy, canzoni drammatiche) 
and our author admits that on the surface there 
is an alliance between the latter and the 
Italian mal maritata more evident at first 
sight than that between the contrasto and the 
pas/oureile. On the other hand, there are 
essential differences which indicate that the 

relationships discovered are such as one would 
naturally expect. Our author can but admit 
that the Italian trovatori must have been 
acquainted with the popular poetry of France 
and Provence, but just at this point we are 
introduced to another fine distinction which 
will probably not carry conviction to the minds 
of all readers: the critic intrenches himself 
behind another general statement to the effect 
that " altro 6 conoscere, altro L imitare " 
(p. 368). It will certainly be a literary feat 
when some one shall establish a means of prov- 
ing that a given French locution used by an 
Italian poet (who had seen it in a French 
poem) would have been adopted by him, even 
if he had not seen it before!-We find next 
considered the canzone del/a donna (" e segna- 
tamente della fanciulla ") innamnorata, the 
most frequent source of inspiration in old as 
well as in modern popular Italian poetry. 
The claim is made that while this species and 
likewise that of the canzone di comnmiato may 
be found in France in the thirteentlh century, 
the oldest known examples are assuredly 
Italian; at the most, our author is not willing 
to concede more than that the tlheme was 
disseminated over all Romanice territory, and 
that it germinated and developed in different 
ways in different countries. The same may 
be said of the canzone del/a donna abban- 
donata. 

After this rather minute examination cover- 
ing nearly forty pages, some general arguments 
are adduced in favor of the originality of the 
Italian themes; for example, the species of 
semi-learned poetry most preferred in France 
and Provence in the twelfth and thirteenth 
centuries were the a/ba, the bas1ourelle, the 
chansoni d'histoire and the chanson a personn- 
ages. Now, of these, the first three are quite 
unknown to Sicilian poetry, and the devel- 
opment of the latter kind in Italy was on lines 
different from those followed in France. 
Cesareo claims that if the Italian poets had 
wished to introduce French matter into Italian 
it is natur4l to suppose that they would have 
selected that class of composition which they 
knew was already popular with their neigh- 
bors. Again, all the French and Provensal 
chansons a' personnages and pastoure/les are 
characterized by a conVentional, technical 
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formula of introduction that relates how the 
poet-knight, riding from one place to another, 
heard and saw that which he proceeds to 
recount. This prelude is wholly wanltinlg in 
the efforts of the Sicilian poets. Againi, the 
obligatory reference by the French songsters 
to Spring, flowers, gardens and birds would 
scarcely have been omitted (as we find it) by 
the Sicilians had the latter been imitating the 
French. 

Cesareo now arrives at his second question 
(the maniner of the origin and development of 
the Italian poetry, grantitng that it is indige- 
nous). This problem is the more difficult and 
the less satisfactorily answered for the reader 
as well as for the author, who frankly acknowl- 
edges (1). 393) that what he lhas to say is in the 
line of conjecture. This inability to prove the 
native Sicilian origin of the poetry that he has 
just tried to show as not borrowed from Frencl 
or Provengal, certaitnly does not strengtlheni his 
position on the latter point. What renders 
also his conijectures less weighty, is the fact 
that for examples of early popular poetry he 
does not confine himself to Sicily, but merely 
supposes the existence in this province of forms 
popular in other parts of Italy. 

Haviing thus summarized the contents of 
this book, it may be of value to call attention 
again to the points of the same which have 
appealed to the reviewer as novel or strikiing. 
In brief, then, Cesareo holds: i-Little Pro- 
vengal influence is to be traced in the Sicilian 
school; the latter was well under way before 
Frederick the Second flourished. 2-The 
school was, in its inception, popular and be- 
came a court school only when Frederick acted 
as its Maecenas. 3-Two generations of Sici- 
lian poets must be distinguished, those of the 
time of Frederick, and those of the time of 
Manfred. 4-Tlhe term, " trovatori " occur- 
ing in the Cie^i/o Novelle An/ike may refer 
to the Sicilians themselves. 5-There is an 
extensive background of characteristic Sicil- 
ian words in the language of the early poets 
of the school. 6-ProvenZal words may have 
come into Sicily before the exercise of any 
literary influence of Provence upon the latter 
country. 7-We should account as Tuscan 
words, in the poems, only those whose vowels 
are not the same as the vowels of the corre- 

sp,onding Latin words. 8-Giacomo da Leintini 
initroduced the doctrinal element into poetry 
and invenited the sonnet. 9-Cielo dal Camo 
was a Neapolitan, not a Siciliani: a plebeian, 
not a noble. His poem was not an imitation 
of a Frenich pastoral. Xo-In content the 
popuLlar Sicilian poetry is fr-ee from Freniclh and 
ProvenSal influence. 

L. EMIL MENGER. 
Johnis Hog5kinis Universily. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

ROIMA NCE [WORKAT PARIIS N 
1895-96. 

TO THE EDITORS OF MOD. LANG. NOTES, 

SIRS:-Romance studies have beein ex- 
tremely well cultivated this year at the various 
schools in Paris. The subjects treated were of 
the highest importance, aind, for the most part, 
not at all elementary; not one course given in 
former years was abandonied, while one chair 
that had beeii vacanit since '88 was filled durinig 
the first semester. Pretty inearly all the schools 
offered some work usefutl to the Romance 
student. At the Ecole des Chartes, M. L6on 
Gautier lectured and con(lucted practical ex- 
ercises on Paleography, and M. Paul Meyer 
lectured on Romance Philology. At the Sor- 
bonnie, M. Brunot and M. Thomas both had 
the same subject; once a week they lectured 
on French Phonetics anid once a week also 
they explained Old-French texts. At the 
Collfge de France, M. Morel-Fatio, substitute 
of M. Paul Meyer, explained Old Spaniislh, and 
iVi. Gaston Paris, now its administrator, could 
be heard twice weekly. At the Ecole des 
Hautes Etudes, M. Morel-Fatio held his semi- 
naron the " Libro de Alexandre." M. Gillie- 
ron lectured on the French dialects, M. Thomas 
treated Vulgar Latin, and finally, M. Gaston 
Paris continiued his seminar on Romance 
Lexicology, begun some three years ago. 

But that one may the better compare the 
work done here with what is offered in Ro- 
mance Philology at some of our American 
colleges, and chiefly that those students who 
intend to spend next year in Paris may know 
beforehan(I what they are likely to get, some 
of the couirses mentioned call for a more de- 
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